
 

Year 1: Terms 5 & 6  

Oh! What a Wonderful World! 

Article 12: Every child has the right the have their views listened to.  

Article 17: Every child has the right to accurate information. 

Article 28: Every child has the right to an education. 

 

 
 
 

We love to share  
our reading so 

remember to have 
your book bag, 

reading book and 
diary in school  

every day!  

Our Christian Values 
for Terms 5 and 6 

are Trust and 
Thankfulness. 

We will also be 
revisiting 
previous 
Christian 
Values of  
Hope and 
Humility. 

In order to keep our bodies 
in tip top shape,  we will 
have PE every week as 
follows: 

• Monday & Wednesday: 
1D and 1SS  

• Monday & Friday: 1P 
 

Please make sure your indoor 
and outdoor kit is in school 

everyday in case of last 
minute timetable changes. 

In maths, we will be learning 
about multiplication and division 
before moving on to fractions. 
In Term 6, we’ll be learning 

about place value 
within 100, money 
and time.  

In English, we are introducing Paddington to the delights of 
Bourne, comparing our local town with his home country of 

Peru. We’ll be using our incredible imaginations to write a new 
story about Paddington’s adventures and then writing our own 
non-fiction booklets. As we move further into Term 6, we’ll be 

using our awesome adjectives to imagine and describe the 
creatures hiding in Paddington’s suitcase.  

In the Summer Term, we are going to  
be identifying the UK and its countries  

on a map, and looking at the geographical 
features of the seaside. We will also be 
learning about the parts of plants and 

trees, and classifying animals into 
groups. What a  wonderful  

world we live in! 

Please get in  
contact if you 

have any worries 
or questions.  

We will also be 
using our 

learning about 
Peru to help us 

design and weave 
in a Peruvian 

style.  


